
Brady LeSueur
Letter of Recommendation

It is with great pleasure that I, along with my peers, lift up this incredible specialist to your
consideration for the Lane Change Program

Lauren Small, G4 Team Lead

Brady LeSueur is being recommended for participation in the Lane Change Program. Brady joined
the Risky Backlog Group 4 in January 2022. I have only been working with Brady since mid-May
2022 and he has proven to be a strong team member. Brady caught on to the workflows and has
proven that he is a team player and ready to help out wherever he is needed. Brady wants to be
where he is needed, no matter where that is on the team.

His attitude is always “what can I do to help?” which is an incredible trait to have on a team as it
allows the Captains and TL reliability that the job will get done by whatever means necessary. G4
is often pivoted to General Submission and Brady never complains. Rather, he looks at the
opportunity to grow his wealth of knowledge and benefit Carvana as a whole. Brady has a high
attention to detail and is able to assist G4 in creating spreadsheets and workflows.

Competencies:

● Every Customer Matters - Brady works hard to make sure that he is submitting a deal as
perfect as possible. He has gained a lot of experience and confidence submitting on G4. He
makes sure to review the sample packets and ask the right questions in order to submit
flawless deals.

● Empathy - Brady is an extremely understanding person and makes sure to think about all
parties affected by any situation. He is thoughtful and because he has a strong attention to
detail he is able to whole-heartedly care.

● Passion - Brady is passionate about his work ethic, growth and development in the
Carvana Registration Department. He cares deeply about whatever he is working on
which fuels his passion for all areas of his responsibilities.

● Don’t Be A Richard - Brady likes to make sure everyone feels included. He is a staple in our
Team Slack channel and is extremely engaged. As our new team builds their rapport, Brady
is someone who makes everyone feel comfortable and included.

Please feel free to reach out to me with any questions on Brady’s application.

Sincerely,
Lauren Small
Team Lead, Carvana Registration Department
lauren.small@carvana.com
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Casey Bray, Former Team Lead

Brady is an absolute joy to work with. Not only has he shown his capacity in top and submissions,
but very quickly he was identified to support many of the audits that have come as a result of the
litigation this year. Brady has been able to support NC and FL and his insight was invaluable to
righting the ship for those states and customers. On the heels of this success, Brady moved over to
G4 and has been thrilled to support our backlog team and get these registrations back on track.
Brady is kind, capable, and cares deeply about the work he gets to do. If I had to pick a value, Brady
without a doubt “Stays Scrappy”. Not only is he excited and happy to adjust when needed, but
constantly asks how he can better support his leadership. Hungry for new opportunities, and
flexible when they come, Brady not only remains fluid and malleable, but encourages his peers
along when change comes. I am confident that Brady has shown his capacity and willingness to
support our business and his peers, and I am so excited to formally recommend him for his
participation in the Lane Change Program!

Sincerely,

Casey Bray

Team Lead, Carvana Registration Department
casey.bray@carvana.com
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